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On the Complete Cohomology Theory of
Frobenίus Algebras

By Tadasi NAKAYAMA

As has been observed by Artin, Cartan, Eilenberg and Tate, homo-
logy groups of a finite group, over its module, may be put into one
whole sequence of positive-, 0-, and negative-dimensional cohomology
(homology) groups in whose back lies a certain complete complex of
the group. The fact has been found by Artin and Tate to be very
useful in cohomological formulation of class field theory [14]. Also
Chevalley has based his foundation of cohomology theory of finite groups
upon the fact £4]. One of the interesting features in this complete
cohomology theory is the generlization of Hochschild's reduction theorem
[6] to the case of mixed dimensions, which is proved by means of a
certain " con traction" procedure and which reflects the " homogenuity"
with respect to dimension.

Now, in the present paper15 we shall show that a similar theory can
be developed for Frobenius algebras. Thus, let A be a Frobenius algebra,
over a field (firstly, for the sake of simplicity), and M a double-module
over A. By means of a certain automorphism x->x* of A introduced
formerly by the writer in connection with his structural study of Frobenius
algebras and uniquely determined by A up to inner automorphisms
([10] cf. also [1], [12]) we shall define a certain modification of homo-
logy groups of A in M. Interpreting these modified homology groups
as negative-dimensional cohomology groups, we shall then connect their
sequence with that of ordinary positive dimensional cohomology groups
through the 0-dimensional cohomology group defined as the residue module
5ft(M) == {u eM\ au = ua(a e A)} /S0M, where δ0 is the map u -» ΣJt Q>jd>ι
defined by some bases (#t), (bL) of A "dual" with respect to the auto-
morphism * the module 9^(M), which is a natural analogy to the so-
called normalized 0-dimensional cohomology group, has been observed
formerly by Shimura [13] in the special case M=A The same effect

1) The main portion of the present paper was presented at the Colloque Henri Poincare,
Paris, October 1954.
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is achieved indeed also by extending the ordinary standard, say, complex
to a complete complex whose augmentation is specified by the auto-
morphism in a certain manner. The cohomology group Hp(Ay M)y with
M=1M1, of any dimension p^jJίQ can then be interpreted as ^(Cp(Ay M))y

where Cp(Ay M) is the ^-double-module of ^-cochains under Hochschild's
operation. This is however a special case of the general reduction theorem
Hp(AyC

Q(AyM))=Hp+q(AyM)y which we shall prove in two ways, one
rather constructive and one axiomatic. The reduction theorem gives a
back ground to the fact that the cohomological dimension of a Frobenius
algebra is oo as soon as it is φ 0 the fact has been observed by Ikeda-
Nagao-Nakayama as an easy consequence of their structural determina-
tion of the cohomological dimension of an algebra [8] and has been
considered by Eilenberg-Nakayama from a somewhat more general stand-
point [5].

We shall briefly consider, in our final section, the case of Frobenius
algebras over a commutative ring too. Thus, in this generalized for-
mulation our treatment covers the case of (complete) cohomology of
finite groups. Anyway, it clarifies, as it seems to the writer, a back
ground of the last. It also seems to the writer rather interesting that
Frobenius algebras and (quasi-) Frobenius rings, which were introduced
and studied in a different context, have proved to have cohomological
significances as are seen in the present paper and [5],

In closing the introduction the writer wants to say that he admits,
and is quite aware of, that the exposition of the paper is old-fashioned,
particularly in view of the appearance of the book [3] by Cartan-
Eilenberg. But this old-fashioned way, by which he was led to the
result and which he is too lazy to revise, might be of some use too.

§ 1. Cohomology and modified homology groups of an algebra.

Let A be an algebra over a field K. For any natural number n
we denote by Cn(A)y or briefly Cny the tensor product

of n copies of A over K, while we denote by C0(A)=C0 the field K
itself. Let M be a double-module over A. By the w-chain group Cn(Ay M)
of A in M we understand the tensor product

(2) Cn(Ay M) = Cn®M

over K(n = Q, !,•••)• On the other hand we understand by the w-cochain
group Cn(A, M) the /f-module
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(3) C"(A M)=Homκ(Cn9 M) .

For w:>l, we denote by dn the /C-homomsrphism of Cn(A, M) into
Cn_ι(A, M) such that

( 4 ) /dn(Xι®

(w€M), and by SM the /Γ-homomorphism of Cn~l(A, M) into CM(A, M)
such that for /eC""1^, M)

(5) (

We have dndn+l = Q and δw+1δwr= 0(w = l, 2, — ). The homology and co-
homology groups are introduced as usual :

( 6 ) Hn(A, M) = (Kernal Zn(A, M) of 9M)/ (Image Bn(A, M) of 3W+1) ,

( 7 ) Hn(A, M} = (Kernel ZW(Λ M) of δw+1) / (Image Bn(A, M) of δj .

Now, C0 (A, M) may be identified with M itself and is thus a double-
module over A. We make also Cn(A, M) (w = l, 2, — ) and C*(/l, M)
(w = 0, 1, •••) into double-modules over A rather than mere /^-modules,
on putting

(8.) (x1® ~®xn®u)x = x

( 9 ) x(x1®--®xn®u) ^=x1®~ ®

and, for/€C%4,M),

(10) (xf) (x,® -®xn) = xf(x1®-®n)

(11) (fx) (^(g)-®^) = Xf(x1® ®xj-(δn+1f) (x®Xι® ~®Xn) -

Also C°(A, M) may be identified with M by identifying with u^M the
element / in C°(A, M) with /(l)=w, and our definition of C°(A M) as
a double-module over A is in accord with this identification. Further,
we verify readily the relations

(12) Cm(A, Cn(A, M)) = Cm+n(A, M) ,

(13) Cm(A, Cn(A, M)) = Cm+^(A, M) ,

for m, w>0, in the sense of the identifications at hand.
Let now

(14) x-*x*

be an automorphism of the algebra A. Then we introduce an new
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boundary operation 3* as a /f-homomorphism of Cn(Ay M) into Cn_l(A, M)
such that

(15)

+Σ?-ϊ(-i)%® ®#. *i+ι® ®^

(w = l, 2, •••). We have 3*3*+1 = 0 and we put

(16) H*(A, M) = (Kernel Z*(A M) of 9*)/ (Image £*(A M) of 3*+1).

(An analogous modification of cohomology groups can be introduced,
if we put

(17) (S*/) to

and

(18) #J(Λ M) = (Kernel Z£(A M) of δ*+1)/ (Image BJ(Λ m) of δ*) .

But we shall not use this modified cohomology in this paper, except
perhaps for occasional reference for comparison).

The definition of δw is more or less (left-right) symmetric and the
definition of H"(A, M) is quite symmetric. On the other hand, the de-
finition of Cn(A, M) is not symmetric. But we may establish a A~-iso-
morphism between Cn(A, M) = Cn®M and M®Cn by mapping j^®---®

xn®u onto u®xl®~ ®xn. Then 3w induces a boundary operation for
M®Cn, which is more or less symmetric to 3M. We are then led to the
same (or isomorphic, to be precise) homology groups. Thus also Hn(A, M)
are symmetric. As for our modified homology groups H*(A, M), they are
not symmetric. But we can obtain the same homology groups H*(A, M)
for M®Cn too. Indeed we have merely to introduce a boundary
operation (not symmetric to 3*) which maps M®ΛΓ1® ®Λ:>I€M®CΛ to

^®*2® ®#»+Σ?-ϊ(-i)/«® ®#^^
We note also that the modified cohomology groups H^(A, M) are not
symmetric.

REMARK. We want also to note that another way to define the
modified homology group H*(A, M), for instance, is to define on M a
new A-double-module structure. Thus retain the original structure of
M as a left-module over A, but define the new operation of x 6 A on the
right-side of M to be the operation, on the right-side of M, of the element
#*. If we denote the A-double- module thus obtained by M*, then
H*(A, M) is nothing but the ordinary homology group HH(A, M*). So,
there is not much new in H*(A, M). However, our purpose of introduc-
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ing it is to achieve what has been described in the introduction, by
specifying A to be a Frobenius algebra and * to be its particular auto-
morphism as will be precisely prescribed in the next section.

Let now M, P, Q be three double-modules over our (arbitrary)
algebra A and there be an exact sequence

(19) 0-^M-*P->Q->0

of A-Λ-homomorphisms. Then we have the exact sequences

(20) Hn(A, M) -+H*(A, P) -*Hn(A, Q) ->Hn+1(Ay M) -+Hn+1(A, P)

(and similarly for the modified cohomology groups) and

(21) H*+ί(A, P) ->ff*+1(A, Q) -*#* (A, M) ->fl* (A, P) ->tf * (A, Q) ,

proof being habitual.
We now assume that our algebra A possesses a unit element 1.

Then we have

(22) Hn(Ay M) = H"(A, 1M) = H*(A9 Ml) = Hn(A, 1ΛΓ1)

for w=l, 2, ••• (Hochschild [6]). (Let us repeat the well-known proof
under the setting of our generalized cohomology groups H*(Ay M). Thus,
for /eC*(A, M) with w^l, define geC""1^, M) by gfo® — ®*Λ_ι) =
(/—l)/(l®#ι® <£)#„_!), where / is the identity operator on M. Then
we see

(23) (δϊsM*!®---®*^^/^^

So, if /€Z*(A, M) then we have
or

(24)

Now, for any /eCw(A, M) with w^O, define f £Cn(A, 1M) by setting
//(Λ1® ®ΛII) = 1/(^1®-®^II)(=(1/)(Λ1®-®ΛII)). Then S*+1/

/=(8*+/)/

and /->/' induces a homomorphism of //JtA, M) onto H*(A, 1M) for
w = l, 2, •••. It is actually an isomorphism, for we have by (24) f=f'—δ*g
(in somewhat loose usage of symbols) for every /J £Z(A, M). Thus we
have the first equality in (22). A similar computation shows H*(A, M) =
Hl(A, Ml) . Hence H^(A9 M) = H^(A, 1M1) too.)

We have also

(25) H*(A, M) = H*(A, 1M) = H*(Ay 1M1) = H*(A, 1M1)

for w = l, 2, •••. (To prove this, put tι; = l®(t;— t l) for v£Cn(A, M) with
••. Then we have
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(26) d$+ίw = l®(d*(vl-v)) + (υl-υ) .

If veZ*(A,M) then

(27) d*+1w = vl-v.

Now, v-*υ' = vl induces a homomorphism of H*(Ay M) onto H*(A, Ml).
It is in fact an isomorphism, since (27) shows v = v'—d^+lw for every
veZ*(A, M). Further, we get H*(A, M)=H*(A, 1M) by a similar com-
putation and the previous consideration that H*(A, M) may be obtained
from M®Cn instead of Cn(A, M} = Cn®M).

§ 2. Frobenius algebras.

An algebra A over a field K is called a Frobenius algebra when it
is of a finite rank, say k, over K, has a unit element, and is left A-
isomorphic to A° = ϊlomκ(A9 K), where we consider A° as a left-module
over A as usual by (xa) (a) = a(ax) (a e A* x, aeA). Let (#!, •••, ak) be
a basis of A, and let (A, ••-, βk) be the basis of A° which corresponds
to (#!, ••-, ak) by our (arbitrary, but fixed) left A-isomorphism of A and
Λ°. Let (&!,—, δΛ) be the basis of A dual to (A, —, /3Λ) (i.e. βL(bκ)=SlK).
Then the left regular represetation x^>L(x) = (λtK(Λ:)) of A defined by (αt)
is identical with the right regular representation defined by (ft t). Thus

(28) xat = Σ^κλκlW ,

(29) M^ΣΛd (*)£*•

Let P be the matrix in K such that

(30) (a19 -, *Λ) = (6,, -, ftJF,

where Pr is the transpose of P. If #->/?(#) = (pικ(x)) is the right regular
representation of A defined by (<zt), then P~1R(x)P must be the right
regular representation defined by (6t), which is however L(x). Thus

(31) /?(jc)P = PL(x) .

It is well known that such P has a form P=(μ(aLaκ))tlί with /*eA°;
indeed μ is the image of 1 € A under our isomornhism of A and A°. Put
for each x = "Σlίaί

(32) **

Then we see μ(x*y) =μ(yx) for every ΛΓ, y€A, and jtr->j^ is an automor-
phism of A. Further we have

(33) R(χ)P' =
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and x*(b19 •••, bk) = (bί, •••, bk)R(x), i.e.

(34)

along with

(35)

(For all these see Nakayama [10] cf . also Brauer [1], Nesbitt-Thrall

[12]).
We note that the automorphism x-^x* of A is determined by A up

to inner automorphisms of A. Further, a group algebra (of a finite
group over a field) is a Frobenius algebra. Indeed, if we take the group
elements as its basis (al9 •••, ak) then we may set (bί9 9 bk) — (aϊl, ••-, aj?)
and P may be chosen so as the automorphism x ->x* is simply the identity
automorphism the group algebra is in fact what is called a symmetric
algebra, i.e. a Frobenius algebra with P' = P (for a suitable choice of
the isomorphism of A and A°).

Now, with a Frobenius algebra A, over K, and a double-module M
over A, we set

(36) MA= {u£M\xu=ux for all x e A} ,

(37) <rw = Σ* 0*wδ. (w e M)

where (a19 •••, #Λ), (&!, ~ ' j b k ) are ί/wα/ bases of A as described above.

Lemma 1. For every u£M and x G A we have

(38) <r(ux*-xu) =0.

Proof. The left-hand side is equal to

Σι0t(M**- πO&ι = Σt,A«tMδΛP*iW-Σt,ΛPt*(^)β*Mδt = 0

by (34), (35).

Lemma 2. We have

(39) σ-MCΛF.

Proof. For every xeA and w e M we have, by (29), (28)

By this lemma we consider the factor group MA/σM and denote it

by 9! (AT) :

(40) 3fc(M) =MΛ/<rM.

Lemma 3. // M=1M ^few $TC(ΛΓ)=5R(Afl). Similarly, if M=M1
then m(M)=%l(lM).
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Proof. The assumption M=IM readily implies MΛ=(M1)Λ. Further,
clearly σ M=σ(Ml) (=σ(lM)=σ(lMl)) (without any assumption).

§ 3. 0- and negative-dimensional cohomology of a Frobenius
algdbra.

Taking our automorphism x-^x* of the Frobenius algebra Ay as
defined in § 2, we consider the boundary operation 3* as was introduced
in § 1, (15). Further we introduce a /f-homomorphism Δ of C0(A, M)
into C°(A, M) as follows :

(41) (Δ«) (1) = Σt aLubL (uϊM = C0(A, M)) .

By means of Lemmas 1, 2 we verify readily

(42) Δ3* = 0 ,

(43) δ,Δ = 0 .

Both Co (A, M) and C°(A, M) may be identified with M, and Δ may thus
be identified with the endomorphism σ of M.

Now, we set

(44) C-"(A9 M) - CM(A, M) , 8_n = a*

for » = 1, 2, ••• and

(45) H-n(A, M) = HΪΛA, M)

for n = 2, 3, •••. We put further

(46) δ0 == Δ ,

(47) H~l(A, M) = (Kernel of δ0(^Δ))/Image of 8^(= 3f)) ,

(48) H0(A, M) = (Kernel of δj/ (Image of S0(= Δ)) .

Thus we have the operation δ^ and the cohomology group (in generalized
sense) HP(A, M) for every dimension p^O. (Observe that, according as
^>or = or<0, δ^ maps Cp-l(A, M) into CP(A, M), or CP(A, M) into itself,
or CP(A, M) into Cp+ί(A, M)).

Theorem 1. If M, P, Q are double-modules over a Frobenius algebra
A and if we have an exact sequence (19) of A-A-homomorphisms, then we
have the exact sequence

(49) Hp(A, M) ->Hp(Ay P) -*Hp(Ay Q) ->Hp+l(A, M) -^Hp+l(A, P)

for any integer p.

Proof. The theorem asserts indeed the exact sequence infinite in both
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directions : "^H-2(P)->H-2(Q)->H
H1(P)-^'"y where HP(P) etc. stand for HP(A,P) etc.

The exactness of the parts not explicitly written have been observed in §1.
The exactness of the part explicitly written can also be seen in usual
manner.

Another way of defining cohomology groups HP(A, M), in particular
those for p<0, is to introduce the augmented standard complex as
follows : Let Xn_l = Xn_l(A), for ?/;> 1, denote the tensor product (over K)
A®Cn_l(A)®A under the ordinary A-double-module structure. The
differentiation maps dn : Xn->Xn_l and the augmentation 8 : XQ-+A defined
by (the /C-linearity and)

make ΣίΓ-i-Xi,--! the ordinary standard complex of A. Now, again with
wl>l , denote by X_n the module XS_1 = HomjK-(-Xn_1, K) with the ordinary
A-double-module structure induced by that of Xn-ι. dn and £ induce the
maps

d_n : X_n-*X_n_l ,

Together with dny £ the maps d_n, £' are Λ-Λ-homomorphisms. Consider,
now, an A-left-isomorphism of A and Λ° and consider the associated
automorphism * of A as in § 2. We introduce then into X_n a new A-
double-module structure on retaining the old left Λ-operation but defin-
ing the new operation of x e A on the right to be the old operation, on
the right, of the element x*. If we make the same alteration of the
A-double-module structure in Λ°, then the relations (34), (35) express
nothing but that our Λ-left isomorphism A-*A° is also an Λ-right-
isomorphism. Denote by J0 the product of 8 : XQ-^A, this isomorphism
of A to A°, and £': A°-^X_1. Altogether we get a complex which we
want to call the complete standard complex of A with augmentation :

dl d° d-^

Λ°, X_ί9 X_2, ••• are considered under their new A-double- module structure
obtained from the old one by the right-hand side modification by #, and
all the arrows are A-A-homomorphisms.

Then we put, with an Λ-double-module M,
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(50) Cp(A, M) = HomA_A(XpJ M)

This is allowed, since for p^l the right-hand side is essentially the
same thing as that of (3). Moreover, for p<—l CP(A, M) essentially
coincides with the module C_p_l(Ay M) as defined in (2). The differentia-
tion maps dq in our complete complex induces the map <$p : Cp~l(A9 M)-*
CP(A, M) which are old δ^ for p^l and old d_p for p<-l. Indeed, for
^igO we can readily verify that the cohomology group (Kernel ZP(A9 M)
of δ,+1)/ (Image BP(A9 M) of δ,) is our HP(A, M).

A similar construction may be made in order to get a general
augmented complete complex which is not the standard one.

§ 4. Interpretation of Hp by 5JΪ.

Both C0(A,M) and C°(A, M) are identified with M, and S0 = Δ is
nothing but the operation σ in § 2. Further, for ueM(=C°(A, M)) its
coboundary δxα is the mapping (eC1(A,M)) x-^xu—ux of A into M.
Thus MA is nothing but the kernel of δ0. So we have

(51) H°(A9 M) = MΛjσM = 5R(M) .

Now we want to show

(52) Hn(A, M) = Hn(Ay 1M) - yi(Cn(A, 1M))

(« = 1, 2, •••), where we consider Cn(A, IM) as a double-module over A
under the operations (10), (11). Since the first equality has been given in
§ 1, we can, without loss in generality, assume M= IM from the beginn-
ing. Let /eC"(A, M). Then

(53) (xf-fx) (x,® ~'®xn} = (xf) (x,®

So f£C"(A, M)A if and only if δn+ϊf=Q. Thus

(54) Cn(Ay M)Λ = Zn(A, M) .

(This is independent of M=IM).
Next we prove σCn(A, M)=SnC

n~1(Ay M). To do so, let h 6 Cn~l(A, M)
and g e Cn(A, M) satisfy the relation

(55)

Then

^
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Hence

by (28), (29). So we have (δwA)(x1(g)...(g)^=Σt(^WU1(g)- (g)^J, or

(56) δ^ΣUίfc.

Thus, if /6σC%4, Λf), say=Σι*ι£δι> then f=Snh with A defined by
(55), whence feSHCn~l(A9M).

To prove the converse, let f=8nh with h£Cn~l(A9 M). Let, further
(O be a non-singular & x fe-matrix in K such that

(57) (a19 ••-, *A)K) = (1, •••)•

Let (6Ί, ••-, δ'Λ) be the basis of A such that

(58) ftc = Σ .̂̂ .

Define now £ € Cw(^4, M) so as

g(b'&xί® ®xΛ-1)=Q for 6 = 2, -, *.

Then, because of M=1M,

So we have (55) and, therefore, δΛ/2 = Σt#t£*ι by (56).
Thus we have proved

(59) σC*-*(A, M) = δnC
n-*(A, M) = Bn(A, M)

(on using M=1M). Combining this with (53), we have 9ί(CM(A, Λf)) =
Hn(A, M) as desidered.

Next we want to prove

(60) H-*(A, M) = H~n(Ay Ml) = ?Ϊ(C-M(Λ, Ml))

(« = 1, 2, •••). Again we may, and shall, assume M1 = M. Let (^,
be any 7f-basis of A9 and consider an arbitrary element

of C1'"^ M) =CII_1(A, M) —C^^M. We put

(61) w* = Σt.α
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Naturally w% eCn®M=C~n(A, M), and the mapping w->w§ is not only a
(/C-)homomorphism but a monomorphism, since w§ = 0 implies, for each
(ι.)9 wbί = cίί® — ®cίn_1®uLl...ln_lbl=Q for every ι = l, •••, k. Now we have

Hence 2^^^®^!®-'-®^^.^.^ = ̂ ^®^!®'-'®^!"^-!^ by (28), (29).
So we have

(62) #α;8-α;δ* = Σt,cιί:>(-*®0^

..̂ ^*^^

If here n^>2 then

''̂ ^

by (34), (35). The last sum is, however, nothing but (d^+lw)% in the

sense of the mapping § similar as above (with n— 1 in place of n). Thus

(63) Σι «ι«*4 = (3*-^)§ = (δx^w)8 .

So, combining this with (62), we have

(64) xw% — w%x = — x

Hence w;§ eC"M(A M)A if and only if S^Mw = Q. This relation holds

however also when « = 1. For, then weM and jra§ — ^§Λ; — ̂ (Σt^i

;, by (28), (29).

Next, let w0 e C~n(A, M) =Cn(A, M). Then

by (63), with n + l in place of n. Thus, for w ec~^n'^(Ay M) we have

ufl£σC-*(A, M) if and only if w eδ_wC'w(A, M).
These considerations show that the mapping w->w§ of C~cw~υ(/l, M)

into C"n(Ay M) induces a monomorphism of H~n(A, M)=H*,1(A, M) into

yi(C~"(A, M)). We want to show that it is an epimorphism. For this
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purpose, write an arbitrary element of C~M(A, M)=CM(A, M) in the form

0 = Σt.cι,o0t®ctl® — ®CιΛ_ι®«ti1...t>l_1 (w .̂..̂  eM) .
Then

(65) XV— tf# = Σt,αp(#tft®ct l® <^

Suppose here *; eC~w(A, Λf)A. Then ##— vx = Q for all # e A and in
particular lv—vl = 0. Then relation (65) with x = l gives then Σt.cipίfliCi,

ιΛ_1«n1».ι>l_1) = 0. Putting this back into (65), we get

. . . ι_#) = 0 .

Hence, for each (^-), we have

(66) Σt (^t®Mtt1...t |l_1-α®Mit1...tΛ_1Λ:) = 0 .

By (28), this (66) reads Σt(Σκ«κ®λ«Ww l l l... l>f_1-Λ t®w t l l... ln_1Λ:)=0. So

...-^.,* == o
for each ι. By (29), this means that for each (^ ) the mapping δt->wtl l...t | f_1

(^ = 1, •••, ̂ ) gives a right A-homomorphism of Λ into M. Let ^ll-ιw_1 be
the image of 1 in this homomorphism. Then w t t l... l M_1 = z;tl...tw_1δt for each
i. Thus we have

It follows that our monomorphism maps H~n(Ay M) onto %l(C~n(A, M)).
The relation (60) is thus proved.

Taking these in somewhat weaker forms we have

Theorem 2. Let A be a Frobenius algebra and M be a double-module
over A with M= 1M1. Theny for any p.

HP(A, M) = yi(Cp(A, M)) ,

where the A-double-module structure of CP(A, M) is defined by (8), (9) or
(10), (11).

§ 5. Reduction theorem.

We now want to establish

Theorem 3 (GENERAL REDUCTION THEOREM). Let A be a Frobenius
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algebra and M be a double-module over A with 1MI = M. For p,
we have

(67) Hp+q(Ay M) = H*(A, Cq(A, M)) ,

where the A-double-module stricture of C9(A, M) is given by (10), (11) or
(8), (9) according as q:>

Proof. The case # = 0 is trivial. The case p, #>0 and the case
—l, tf<CO are well-known (except perhaps for the presence of an

automorphism #, in the definition, for the case p<^— 1, tf<CO) Indeed,
in all these cases the Frobenius algebra property of A has nothing to
do A and * may be any algebra and its arbitrary automorphism.
Moreover, the assumption 1M1 — M is not needed in all these cases. It
suffices perhaps to mention, besides (53), the following formulas (in the
former of which we place an automorphism though not needed for our
present purpose): with F(x1)(x2® ®xn)=f(xl® ®xn)

(68) ((SF*) (*0® *,)) (x2® - - ®xn) = x$F(Xl) (x2® - - ®xn) - (F( *Λ)) (x2® - - - ®xn)

(69) θfteφte®---®^^

(Now we really use the Frobenius algebra property of A, the pro-
perty of our automorphism * expressed in (34), (35), and the assumption
1M1 = M). The case p = 0 (with #§=()) has been settled in the preceding
section ((51), (52), (60)). Further, for #<0 we have H~l(A, Cq(A, M))=
m(C-l(A,C9(A,M))) = <ft(Cg-1(A,M)) = Hg-l(A,M), which proves (67) for
/>=-!, #<0; observe that C«(A, M)l = Cg(A, M) because of Ml = M.

Now we turn to the remaining cases. Our Cl(A> M) is ϊίomκ(A9 M)
with the A-double-module structure defined by (10), (11). We now
introduce another A-double-module structure into Homκ(A, M), putting
simply F €Komκ(A, K)

(70) (τF) (y) - xF( y) , (Fx) (y) = F(xy) .

On doing this we shall denote Hom^G4, M) by L(A, M). We have
L(A,M)1 = L(A,M) always, and 1L(A, M) = L(Ay M) when lAf=M.

Lemma 4. HP(A, L(Ay M)) = 0 for
To prove this lemma, let F e L(Ay M) Λ. Then

0 = (xF-Fx) (y) = xF(y) -F(xy)
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for all xy y^A. Hence x-+F(x) is a left A-homomornhism of A into M
and indeed F(x) = xF(l) ( x £ A ) . Let (»J and (b'l9 •••, Vk) be as in §4 ((57),
(58)). Define G eL(A, M) by

Then

(71)

Thus FeσL(A, M), and this shows

(72) 9ί(L(Λ M))=0.

Next we show that for p^Q CP(A,'L(A, M)) may be identified with
L(A,CP(A,M)). This is trivial for £ = 0. For p=-n<^0, we identify
xί® — ®xn®F(F£L(A,M)) with (^(a- ^ΛΓ^F)! eL(Λ, C"n(A9 M)) such
that

(73) xl® ®xn®F(x) = (xί®

This is in accord with our Λ-double- module structures. For,

= y(xί® ®F(x))=y((x1® ®F)l(x)) = (v(xί® ®F)1)(x) .

Now we have, for p^LO,

(74) Hp(A, L(A, M)) = 5Jί(C^(^, L(A, M))) = 5R(Λ(A, C*(A, M)) = 0 ,

the last equality being implied by (72) with CP(A,M) in place of M;
for the first equality, which is implied by (60) or (51), observe that
L(A, M)l = L(Ay M) as was noted above. Lemma 4 is thus proved.

Lemma 5. Let Ml = M. We have the exact sequence

(75) 0->M^L(A, M)-+Cl(A, M)l-0

of A-A-homomorphisms. (The assumption Ml — M concerns only with the
exactness at M).

To prove this lemma, let FeL(A, M) =Hom^(A, M). On considering
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F as an element of Cl(A, M), we denote it by FQ. The mapping
is clearly a /f-homomorphism of L(A, M) onto Cl(A, M)l. It is in fact
an A-A-homomorphism. For,

(76) ((xF)ol) (y) = (xFUly) - (xF)0(l)y =(χF((v)- (xF) (l)y

= xF(y)-xF(l)y = x(F0(ly)-F0(l)y) = x(F0l)(y) = (x(F0l))(y) ,

(77) ((F*)0l)(v) = (Fx)Q(ly)-(Fx)Q(l)y = (Fx)(y)-(Fx)(l)y

= F(xy)-F(x)y = F0(xy)-F0(x)y = (F0x)(y) = ((F0l)x)(y) .

Now, (F0l)(x) = F0(x)-F0(ί)x = F(x)-F(L)x. So, F01 = 0 if and only if
F(x) =F(l)x for all x£A. Associating u£M with an element F of
L(Ay M) such that F(x) =ux, we have thus a mapping of M upon the
kernel {F\F0l = 0} of our homomorphism L(A, M) -*Cl(Ay M)l. The

elements of L(A, M) associated with yu, uy e M map Λ: onto
respectively. They are nothing but yF, Fy. So our mapping M
= 0} is an Λ-A-epimorphism. If Mί = M then it is a monomorphism

too. Thus we have the exact sequence of our lemma 5.
The exact sequence (74) entails, for any py the exact sequence

(78) Hp~l(A, L(A, M)}-*HP^(A, M)1)-+HP(A, M)-*HP(A, L(A9 M)) .

If here p<*0 then the first and the last terms are 0 by lemme 4. So
we have

(79) Hp(A, M) = H*-*(A, &(Ay M)l) = H*(A, Cl(A, M))

for p^O. The repeated application of this gives HP(A, M)=Hp~n(A, Cn

(A,M)) (ί^O, »>0), or the case £<0, ^>0, p + q<0 of (67). As foi
the case p<^0, tf^>0, p + q^>0 we have, by what have just been proved,
H*(A, Cq(A, M))=HP(A, C-p(Ay Cp+q(Ay M))) = H*(A, Cp+q(A, M)) = HP+9(A, M).
The case j?><0, ^>0 is thus settled

Next we consider A® M with an A-double-module structure different
from the one in C^A, M)=C~l(A, M). We simply put

(80) x(y®u) = xy®u , (y®u)x = y®ux .

On doing this, we denote A®M by L'(A, M).

Lemma 6. HP(A, L'(A, M))=Q for
To prove this, let ^aL®uL (UL e M) be an element of L'(A, M)A. We

have

0 = Λ r ( t
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with \KL(x) in (28). Thus uLx = ̂ \K(x)uK9 for all xeAy and this shows,
in view of (29), that uL-^bt gives a right A-homomorphism of A into
M. Let u be the image of 1 € A in this homomorphism, and consider
the element l®u of U(Ay M). We have

(81) Σc

This shows

(82) 91(1/04, M)) =-0.

Next we show that for p^O CP(A, U(Ay M)) may be identified with
L'(Ay Cp(Ay M)). This is again trivial for p =0. For ̂  = w>0, we identify
an element Σ^ι®Λ(Λ eCn(A, M)) of L7(A, C*(A, M)) with the element
/ of Cn(A, Lf(Ay M)) such that

(84) /(*ι® ®*J =Σt^®/t(^ι®-®^) ,

where (d, •••, ί:̂ ) is an arbitrary basis of A. Again this does not con-
tradict the A-double-module structures. For, if ycl=*Σ,tcκμlu(y) (y€A)9

then

Hence ^cκ®(Σ!LμKL(y)fί)=y(ΣLc®fl) is the element of L'(Ay Cn(A, M))
identified with yf.

Further

(/ y) (*!® ®*J ̂  Λr*ι®*2® ^ ^

So Σι^®/ιJ'=:=(Σjt^ι®/t)<y is identified with fy.

Now we have, for p^>0,

(84) H*(A, L'(Ay M)) = Vl(Cp(A, L'(Ay M)) = 5R(L;(A, C^(A, M)) = 0 ,

since clearly 1L'(A, M)=L'(A, M). Lemma 6 is thus proved.

Lemma 7. Let 1M=M. We have the exact sequence

(85) Q-»1C-1(A, M) -+L'(A, M) ->M-^0

of A-A-homomorphisms. (The assumption IM=M concerns only with
the exactness at M).

To prove this, map each element ̂ c^u,. of L'(Ay M) onto ^CLUL eM,
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where again (ct) is an arbitrary basis of A. The mapping is evidently
A-A-homomorphic. Any element of form ^(cί®ul — l®cLuL) is mapped
on 0, while an element of form l®u is mapped on 0 clearly if and only
if & = 0. Thus the kernel of our mapping is the totality of elements
Σtfo®«i — l®Ci«ι)> which is nothing but lC~l(AyM). On IC'1^, M)
the A-double-module structures induced from C~l(A, M) and L'(A> M)
coincide. Further, if 1M=M then every element of Mean be expressed
in a form Σ^A Lemma 7 is thus proved; cf. [11], §4.

Our exact sequences (85) entails, for any p, the exact sequence

(86) Hp(A, L'(A, M))-*HP(A, M)-*Hp+l(A, IC'MΛ M))-+Hp+ί(A, L'(Ay M)).

If here ^>2>0 then the first and the last terms are 0 by Lemma 6. So
we have

(87) HP(A, M)=HP+1(A, IC'1(A, M)) = HP+1(A, C^(A, M))

for />2>0. Now the case />^>0, #<CO of (67) is settled easily in the same
manner as the case p<^0, #>0. Theorem is thus completely proved.

§ 6. A second proof to the general reduction theorem.

The above proof to our general reduction theorem is rather con-
structive. Now we want to give a second proof which depends on the
Cartan-Eilenberg axiomatic characterization of cohomology groups. To
do so, we first observe that for a Frobenius algebra over a field the
notion of injective left- (say) modules coincides with that of projective
left modules (cf. [9]). Since an algebra inverse-isomorphic to a Frobenius
algebra is a Frobenius algebra and since the tensor product of two
Frobenius algebras is again a Frobenius algebra, the same remark holds
also for projective and injective double-modules over a Frobenius algebra.

Lemma 8. // M is a projective double-module over a Frobenius algebra
A, then %l(M)=MA/(rM=0, the notation being as in §§£, 4.

Proof. We first consider the case M=A®A, regarded as A-double-
module under ordinary operation. With an element u = 'Σίal®xί(xl.
of M we have, for y G A,

by (28). So, if u£MA, whence yu = uy, then ΣAκt(y)^t = ^t,y for each ιy

and b-*x is, by (29), an A-right-homomorphism of A onto the module
spanned by (#t). There exists therefore an element c in A such that

χL = cbL for every ι. Hence w = Σι0ι®#ι = ΣΛι(l®c)δt €σM, an(^
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settles our lemma in case M=A®A. As every projective A-double-
module is a direct summand of a direct sum of modules isomorphic to
A®A (and is indeed a direct sum of modules isomorphic to direct
summands of A®A [9]), the lemma follows then generally.

Lemma 9. If M is a projective double-module over an algebra A,
with unit element 1, then for every p<,0 the A-double-module ICP(A, M)
= 1CP(A, M)l is projective.

Proof. Let n = —p, and consider again the case M— A®A first. We
have CP(A, M) = Cn(A, A®A) = Cn(Ay A)®A and ICP(A, M)=ICH(A, A)®A.
Now, if we consider Cm = A®A® ••• ®A under ordinary operation as
A-left-module,

gives an A-left projective resolution of the A-left-module A, where

~ ®Xm£Cm is mapped upon ΣΓΓi1 (—l)''"1^!®•• ®#Λ +ι® ®#m)
. The kernel of the («+l)-th mapping is l(Cn®A) = lCn(A, A),

where the operation of 1 is now in the sense of our lemma, i.e. in the
sense of (9). As A is naturally A-left-projective, the same must be the
case for 1CΛ(A, A). Hence lCn(A, A)®A is A-two-sided projective, and
our assertion is proved for M=A®A. The general case follows again
by the direct sum argument.

Lemma 10. // M is an injective double-module over an algebra A,
with unit element, then for every p:>Q the A-double-module CP(A, M)l
= 1CP(A, M)l is injective.

Proof. We first consider Af= (A®AY = Ή.omκ(A®A, K) (K being the
ground field) regarded as A-double-module by (yφz)(x1®x2)=φ(zx1®x2y)
(φ e (A® AY) (A® AY is an injective A-double-module and indeed every
injective A-double-module is a direct sum of modules isomorphic to
direct summands of (A®A)° (cf. [9]). CP(A, M) = CP(A, (A®A)°) =
Hom*(Cj, (A®A)0) and this may be identified with (C^A^A)0 =
ΐlomκ(Cp(A, A®A), K) if we associate ψ in HomK(Cp, (A®AY) to φ in
the latter module with φ(Xι® ®xp®y®z)=ιγ(Xι® ®x^(v®z). We
then verify that the A-double-module structure of Hom^C^A, A® A), K)
induced by that of CP(A, A® A) defined in (8), (9) corresponds to the
A-double-module structure of Hom^C^, (A®AY) = CP(A> (A® AY) given
in (10), (11). Now, 1C^(A, A® A) is a projective A-double-module, as
was seen in Lemma 9. It follows that Horn^C^A, A® A), K) is a
direct sum of an injective A-double-module and an A-double-module
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annihilated by 1 on the right-hand side. Thus ΐίomκ(Cp(A, A® A), K)l
= CP(A, (A®A)°)1 is an injective A-double-module. This settles the case
M=(A®A)° and the general case follows by the direct sum argument.

Lemma 11. Let A be a Frobenius algebra. If M is a protective (or
injective) A-double-module, then HP(A, M)—0 for every ^igO.

Proof. Since HP(A, M) = W(CP(A, M))=W(1CP(A, M)l) by §4, we
have the assertion by virtue of Lemmas 8, 9, 10 and the remark at the
beginning of the present section. (As a matter of fact, the parts ^^>0,
p<^0 of the lemma are clear from the general theory).

With the same remark and the lemma just proved in mind, we see
readily that cohomology groups (the 0- and negative-dimensional ones
being those defined in the present paper) of a Frobenius algebra A may
be characterized by the following axioms:

(I) To every A-double-module M and to every integer ^i|0 there
is associated a module HP(M)

(II) If φ: M-^N is an A-two-sided homomorphism of M into N,

then there is, for each py a homomorphism φ : HP(M)->HP(N)

(III) If 0->M—>N—>Q->0 is an exact sequence of A-double-

modules, then there is, for each py a homomorphism §: HP(Q)->HP+1(M)
here the sequence

is exact if the diagram

0-^M-^JV->Q->0 (exact)

0 ->M1->Λ 1̂->Q1->0 (exact)

is commutative, then the diagram

Ή*(Q) -̂  HP+1(M)

Hp(Q1) -^ H

is commutative
(IV) If Mis A-two-sided projective (or injective) then HP(M)=0

for any ̂ i|0
(V) Jϊ0(Aί)=9l(M).
The proof runs similarly as in the first chapters by Eilenberg in

[2], the above observations being kept in our mind. As a matter of
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fact, if we take a specific integer 5 arbitrarily, then (V) may be replaced
by

(V) H*(M) = H*(A,M).
Here the right-hand side is our cohomology group which is now assumed
to be known (for the specific dimension s).

Now we want to show that these considerations lead to a second
proof to our general reduction theorem observe that we have used, in
our above considerations, only the results of § 4 (i.e. the case p~0 of
the reduction theorem). Thus, let t be any fixed integer and consider
the modules H'(A, Cq(A, M)). We put

HP(M) = H*(A, Cp-\A, M)) .

As an exact sequence Q->M->N-+Q->0 of ^.-double-modules entails the
exact sequence 0->C^(Λ M)-+Cq(A, N}->Cq(A, Q)->0 for every q, we see
readily that our modules HP(M) satisfy the axiom (I)-(III). They satisfy
(IV) by lemma 11. Now, take s = t in (V). Then (V) is satisfied too.
So we have HP(M)=HP(A, M) for any p, or H'(A, C*-'(A, M})=HP(A, M)
for any pair p and t, which proves the general reduction theorem in § 5.
(Considering the reduction theorem for non-mixed dimensions rather
obvious and the case t = 0 settled in § 4 (the case having been used above
also), we could also take any 5 with s^>t or s<t according as t^>0 or

§ 7. Case of Frobenius algebras over a commutative ring and supple-
mentary remarks.

Let now K be a commutative ring with unit element, and let A be
an algebra over K. Let us call A a Frobenius algebra when the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied :

i) A possesses a linearly independent finite basis (c19 c2, ••• , ck)
over K such that cλ is the unit element 1 of A

ii) there exist a second (necessarily linearly independent) basis
(di, dz, ••• , dk) and a /Γ-linear mapping μ of A into K such that

μ(dLcκ) = δtκ .

Under this definition of Frobenius algebras over a general commuta-
tive ring K (with unit element), we see readily that our results remain
valid for them for the proof of the general reduction theorem, in
particular, we employ the method in § 5 the argument in § 6, as it
stands, fails to be transferred directly to the present general case, though
a certain modification of it probably would.
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It is evident that a group algebra of any finite group over any
commutative ring (with unit element), and in particular a such over the
ring of rational integers, is a Frobenius algebra in our present sense.
Thus our treatment includes the case of complete cohomology of finite
groups.

In closing we want to make the following remarks. As was observed
in a remark in §1, H~n(A, M) = H*^(A, M) (»>1) is nothing but
Hn_l(AJ M*), where M* is obtained from M by a modification of its
structure as A-right-module. It is naturally also possible to develop a
theory similar as above by considering homology groups on the A-
double-module tΛf obtained from M by a modification of its A-left-module
structure, indeed with the automorphism t inverse to *.

In order to get a complete sequence of cohomology groups, it is
also possible to interprete the homology groups themselves as negative-
dimensional cohomology groups, indeed Hn(Ay M) as — (w-f 1)-dimensional
one, but to modify (positive-dimensional) cohomology groups by our
automorphism, as was indicated in § 1. This amounts, however, to con-
sider the A-double-module *M (in the sense similar as above) instead
of M and then to adopt the above described system of modifying
homology groups by t on the left. Needless to say that the system
adopted in the present paper is equivalent to considering Mt instead of
M and modifying cohomology groups, rather than homology groups, by
* on the right.

Finally we want to note that, though we have dealt with Frobenius
algebras only, the consideration in § 6 already indicates that the proper
setting for complete cohomology theory must be quasi-Frobenius algebras
rather than Frobenius algebras (as are defined in [10] in case of algebras
over a field and as should be defined suitably in case of algebras over
a general commutative ring). Indeed, it is rather easy, for a quasi-
Frobenius algebra A, to see the existence of an acyclic augmented
complete complex:

similar to that of a Frobenius algebra in § 3 (but lacking A°) in which
Xp are Λ-A-projective, all arrows are A-A-homomorphisms, £, μ are
respectively onto and into, and which will provide us a complete
cohomology theory for A. What we have to do is, perhaps, to derive a
concrete description of H°(A, M), for instance, which is a generalization
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of our module Ji(M) in §§2, 4, and to this we shall come back else-
where.

Nagoya University
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